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The concept of social 
Learning
What is Social Learning?
 Learning within a social context
 In an Institution
 In a Study group 
 Online study group
 Learning by observation
 Observing what other’s do
 Observing what other’s do not do
Social Learning Theory
"Learning would be exceedingly laborious, not to mention 
hazardous, if people had to rely solely on the effects of 
their own actions to inform them what to do. Fortunately, 
most human behavior is learned observationally through 
modeling: from observing others one forms an idea of 
how new behaviors are performed, and on later occasions 
this coded information serves as a guide for action."
-Albert Bandura, Social Learning Theory, 1977
Technologies that supports (some sort of) social 
Learning
 Twitter
 YouTube
 Google Docs
 Ning
 Facebook
 Discussion forums
 Blogs
 etc… etc
Each app is NOT designed for social learning. But some learning can 
occur. No data to support the impact on these technologies on learning
Ingredients for social learning
 Develop a Model of engagement
Voluntary or directed
Immediate/short term benefits
 long term benefits (grade)
 transparency
Establish benefits to student
 Important formula
 choice = P(success)*value – cost
 Articulate the Impact on Grade
 Encourage Learning by observation
 Encourage Knowledge organization
Ingredients for social learning
Encourage Transparency
Openness (limited privacy)
 Develop Trust
Through Small salons (6-10 people)
Encourage get to know first activities (bio)
Follow and become thought leaders in the 
learning circle (salon)
Enabling Technology
Technology
Pull technology with notifications
Quick access to tasks thru tags, and 
search
Recommendation systems
Short and focused activities
Tasks (reading, homework..) based 
activities
web and mobile enabled (easy access)
Introducing 
Classroom Salon
Learning Environment
Classroom is a community (a group/a salon)
Special interest groups (salons) can form 
within communities
Salons extends beyond the walls of the 
classroom (blended learning)
Learning can happen, anytime, anywhere
Salons must be transparent (with some 
privacy rights)
Salon’s must track user interactions like no 
other software
The Idea
integrate
context and interpretation
@ copyright 2012  Carnegie Mellon 
University
How?
Use documents, tags, questions, annotations and 
comments to design, deploy, track and analyze learning 
tasks
@ copyright 2012  Carnegie Mellon 
University
The Product
A web-based, mobile enabled learning management 
platform that transforms individual work like annotations 
and comments into dynamic communities using data 
aggregation, clustering and rich visualizations.
Funded by National Science Foundation, Gates Foundation, Innovation Works, Heinz Endowment, i6 innovation fund, 
department of Labor
Salon Abstraction
interpret Create 
knowledge
Person Visual media Salon 
@ copyright 2012  Carnegie Mellon 
University

5-minute pause
Audience Participation
Set up activities
Funded by National Science Foundation, Gates Foundation, Innovation Works, Heinz Endowment, i6 innovation fund, 
department of Labor
Use cases of Classroom 
Salon
Active Reading
Active and Deep Reading
Reading Guidelines
Read all chapters
Make at least 5 comments per chapter
Ask at least 3 questions per chapter
Choose tags (if necessary)
Funded by National Science Foundation, Gates Foundation, Innovation Works, Heinz Endowment, i6 innovation fund, 
department of Labor
Customized Tagging
Examples from University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee
 Login as a student
 Jenny Albert
 Show how a student interact with the system
 Participation – annotations and comments
 Questions raised
 Examples requested
 Important: All questions raised in “context”
Global Responses
Global responses with breadcrumbs 
Examples from University of Colorado
 Show how a student interact with the system
 Participation
 Analysis of data
Helpful votes
Find “experts”
Follow the “experts”
Social…
@ copyright 2011  Carnegie Mellon University
Follow 
documents or 
people
Encouraging Transparency
@ copyright 2011  Carnegie Mellon University
Improve Communication
When context is important in 
communication use salon…
…focused Salon conversations 
@ copyright 2011  Carnegie Mellon University
Monitor Students
Monitoring Individual Students
Thomas Manzini
Performance in each unit
How time is spent
annotations
Commenting on 
others
responses
discussions
Salons Created: 2
Documents uploaded:    6
Annotations Made:   56
Responses Provided:  40
Commenting on others:  42
Open Discussions:  38
Filter
@ copyright 2011  Carnegie Mellon University
Student Dashboard
Cluster users
Tone and Semantic Mapping
@ copyright 2011  Carnegie Mellon University
In summary
Track Reading
Guide Teaching
Crowd-source homework
Clarify Assignments
Improve communication
Measure Prior Knowledge
Track student activities
 Dash board is a way to track activities of each/all student(s)
Salon Results
(so far)
Uses of Salon
 Over 10,000 registered users
 Over 15,000+ uploaded tasks documents
 Multiple uses of Salon
 Textbook reading and annotations 
 600+ students,  1000+ annotations / day
 200+ questions / day (filter)
 Crowd-sourcing work
 Reading and peer review
 Open homework
 My Notebook
Location 
specific 
questions
Personalized 
and precise 
responses
Early results
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Studies partially funded by National Science Foundation and Gates Foundation 
results 
normalized 
to use the 
same scales
Data from S12 pilots
 1500+ students
 1000 annotations/comments per day
 60% of the comments are questions
 20%-40%  of students use tags to communicate with 
instructor
 This passage confuses me
 Can you give another example of this
 Will this be on the test
 Where can I find more information on this
What we are working on…
Research based evidence
Applying what we know about learning
Eberly Center for Learning 
Carnegie Mellon University
What we are working on…
 Develop and integrate task models for salon
 Develop and integrate engagement models in learning
 Simplification of UI
 Custom task based interfaces
 Custom “analytics” modules
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